
CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

 

This chapter explains the methodology in which the researcher used in his research. 

Topics includes research design, object of the research, data source, data collection,data analysis 

and triangulation. 

A. Research Design 

 

Qualitative research method is used approach are characterized by the assumption 

that the researcher’s biases and perspectives must be understood and included in interpreting 

findings.1 Another method applied in this research is a descriptive which is useful in 

describing the facts and phenomenon. The describes and interprets what conditions or 

relation that exists, opinions that are held, processes that are going on, effects that are 

evident or trends that are developing. 

The researcher uses descriptive qualitative. So, the researcher wants to give complete 

information about this topic. Those are Harris J song deal with morality aspect of life in 

order to be able to catch by the listeners and readers imagination.To make easier, the 

researcher uses paraphrase to find the content moral values of the Harris J songs lyric. The 

paraphrase is through retelling used the researcher opinion on the text or lyrics of the songs. 

After finishing the paraphrase, it will be gotten a unity of intact story from the songs. 

After that, the researcher concluded moral values that existed on Semi Yusuf songs though 

keywords that available on the lyrics of the song. 

 

                                                             
1James H.McMillan, Education Research.Fundamentals of Educational Research.(United States of America, 2004), 

273. 36 



B. Object of research 

The research object of this study are six song Harris J concerned to the discussed. 

TheyareSalamAlaikum, Worth it, I promise, The One, Good Life and Rosull Allah. These 

songs are included into first album which taken from Haris J. The album is released on 

August 31, 2015. This album is labeled Awakening Records UK. 

 

C. Data Source 

Terms data refers to materials researcher collect of the research is the lyrics of Harris 

J songs. The Subject of the research is the text lyrics of Harris J songs. The rough materials 

which were taken from among the material and put it as the main or primary source are five 

songs among the other songs which in song of Harris J  (Salam Alaikum, Worth, I Promise, 

The One, Good LifeandRosull Allah) which are basically dominated by English language.  

We can take the data from them because each song has its own explanation. And 

from the song there are many some languages that consist of some words. From those words 

the researcher studied and those words can be a primary data of this research because from 

these words the researcher can analyze the moral values in the song. 

 

D. Data Collection 

 

To process the data the first step is downloading the text lyrics of Harris Jsongs via 

internet was conducted on June10nd, 2015. The second, researcher listened to those Semi 

Yusuf’s songs that will be described. The last, researcher read any information about the 

background of the song. Afterthattheresearcherchoosefive of songthatSalam Alaikum, Worth 



it, I promise, The One, Good LifeandRosull Allah.Because therseacher found good inspiring 

and good moral values in this song. 

 

E. Data Analysis 

After collecting data the researcher tries to analyze the data by some steps. The 

firstuses the internet facility the researcher complete data and can gain the data of the theory. 

Thesecond, the researcher reviewing the theories that will be used to analyze.The third, 

analyzing the song.The researcher uses paraphrasing to know the story of the song. After 

finishing paraphrase, the researcher finds the moral values that existed on the 

sixsongs:SalamAlaikum, Worthit, I promise, The one,Good LifeandRosull Allah. The 

paraphrases and moral values message will be read in chapter IV. And the last, after 

paraphrasing and finding moral values the researcher gives the conclusion, which will be 

read in chapter V. 

 


